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Children’s in Development & Pre-Production
DANNY & THE DINOGONS

NEW

52 x 11’ eps  ANIMATION SERIES

When your dad is a Dinosaur and your mum is a Dragon, what do you get? Me! Danny Dinogon!! With pretty weird parents
you’d think I’d be a mixed-up kid, right? Nope, not me! I LOVE being a Dinogon and my friends think it’s kinda cool too. Do
you know anyone who can burp smoke? And I fly around a lot.... literally! That makes me pretty special!! I haven’t quite got
the hang of fire breathing yet, but my Grandpa says it’ll happen anytime soon if I keep practising. My Gran and Grandpa live
with us along with some crazy aunts and uncles. And did I mention my brothers and sisters? There’s a LOT of them!!
Danny & the Dinogons is about the not so normal life of Danny growing up in a blended, extended, mixed up family of
Dinosaurs and Dragons, living in a suburban neighbourhood.
Foothill, along with India’s Storywalker Designs, are seeking co-production and pre-sale partners for this pre-school sitcom
that will celebrate family, diversity and kindness.

SLIME RANGERS

52 x 11’ eps  ANIMATION SERIES
This hilarious series finds Roo River, a Native American kid, along with his friends Dylan, Amber and Ricky, fighting a disgusting, but dysfunctional(!) band of aliens intent on destroying our sacred Earth. While visiting an ancient burial ground, Roo’s
treasured family amulet becomes an unwitting homing beacon for alien overlord Skidd McLord, a not so bright intergalactic
scourge, who unleashes a torrent of space slime onto our heroes through a wormhole opened by Roo’s amulet. So anointed,
they know it’s their destiny to band together to protect and defend their friends, their town, their Earth! Through wile, grit and
a million MacGyver-ed up devices, the Slime Rangers, led by their alien-whisperer Roo, fight this intergalactic menace.
Foothill Europe with its co-production partner, Splash Entertainment share worldwide rights and are seeking additional presales for this irreverent comedy to be delivered winter 2020.

KIT THE KAT

52 x 2’ or 52 x 5’ eps  ANIMATION SHORTS OR SERIES
Always curious, sometimes daring and often not so bright (!), Kit the Kat is feline comic hijinks as you have never seen
before! Determined to make the best of any situation, Kit the Kat takes on the world as only a cat can do… after a nap of
course. From chasing a laser pointer, trying to figure out the pesky robot vacuum thing, getting his fur caught in a windup
mouse toy, to his daily duels with the pooping pigeons on the fire escape, Kit always manages to find a way to get the best of
any situation in spite of himself!
Available as shorts or interstitials, Foothill Europe and its co-partner, PIP Animation, are seeking co-production and pre-sale
partners for this hilarious series. Winner of many accolades including the American Pixel Society’s Platinum Pixie Award!

ROLLIE & FRIENDS

52 x 11’ eps  ANIMATION SERIES
Rollie and Friends is a 3D CGI animated pre-school series about the adventures of Rollie the Roller Coaster and his friends
at the Sunshine Cove Amusement Park. Fast paced, action packed and full of fun, this animated series features best friends
Rollie and Tootie the Runaway Train Ride as they learn to cope with the ups and downs of life, alongside their friends in
Sunshine Cove. With theatrical quality, this innovative series captures the fun and excitement of the Park through the loveable characters that live there. While they all are different, they still seem to find a way to get along, through problem solving,
exploration and laughter. It is an amusement park world that seems a lot like your very own neighborhood.
Worldwide rights are available for this adorable series created by UK based Studio Distract, and to be produced by
Cantilever Group Ltd for delivery late 2020. Foothill and Cantilever are seeking pre-sales and co-production partners.

Family in Development

MOMTOURAGE

20 x 26’ eps  LIVE-ACTION SERIES
Momtourage is a half-hour series about Lucy Hayes, an international pop-star, her estranged adolescent daughter, Sunny,
and their journey to rediscover each other and find normalcy in a world that is anything but ordinary. Though their lives
are complicated by the years apart as well as the trappings of success and the whirlwind that surrounds it, their emotional
struggle and their desire to connect with each other make them just like everyone else. Lucy’s staff and entourage, which
Sunny dubs the “Momtourage”, can be at once comforting and infuriating to an adolescent girl. Combining very-real comedy
and heartfelt drama, Momtourage gets to the very heart of what is most important in life.
Momtourage is currently in pre-production with primetime writer, Kate Rosenberg, and is seeking co-production and pre-sale
partners for this comedy drama.

Children’s Live-Action

NEW

CHICO CHUGG

49 x 7’ eps  LIVE-ACTION SERIES
One small dog, one
narrow boat and a
whole lot of fun! A
multi-award winning
live-action preschool
series, Chico Chugg is
based on the bestselling books by Janet
Roberts. This series
follows a lovable Jack
Russell dog who lives with his family on a river
boat called Wah Wah Chugg. Come join Chico
and his doggie friends as they find adventures
and get up to comedic mischief on and around
the waterways! With original songs performed
by Grammy Award-winning artists, children can’t
help but join in with the catchy tunes and heartwarming storylines.
Featuring a subtle but effective lesson in each
episode, worldwide rights are available for this
paw-sitively fun and playful series produced by
Chugg Productions.

HIP HOP KIDZ

1 x 60’ feature  LIVE-ACTION MOVIE
From the executive producers of multiple MaryKate and Ashley
movies, Mark
Bacino and Jim
Green, the Hip
Hop Kidz find
out that a record
company is
holding a contest
and they have two weeks to pull together to make
the best hip-hop video they can! Based on the
dance program created by noted choreographer,
Suzy Stone, the film has catapulted the careers of
cast members, Cody Longo (Bring it On), Brandon
Bryant (So You Think You Can Dance) and Cassie
Scerbo (Bring it On).
Worldwide rights are available for this positive and
entertaining film. An animated series and reality
show is in development. See www.H2KZ.com for
more information.

ICONICLES™

26 x 25’ eps  LIVE-ACTION/2D/3D SERIES
Iconicles™ is an animated variety show for preschoolers, starring
a lovable, eclectic
troupe of colorful
animal characters.
The Iconicles’
animated antics,
songs and games
are presented by
a live-action host
in an innovative, interactive format. With each
episode focusing on a specific theme, the young
audience is provided with tools necessary to
interpret, describe and experience the world of
the imagination and the real world around them.
Worldwide rights available from Beyond International, with Foothill and Create Media Ventures
retaining U.S. rights.

NEW

OH YUCK!

DOUGIE IN DISGUISE

Oh Yuck! is a fast-paced,
laugh-filled comedy
series for kids created
to discover, investigate,
explore and celebrate all
the planet’s most disgusting and revolting bits! All
the show’s adventures
revolve around our
dashing, adventurous
and slightly greasy filth
explorer Dr. Septico Yuck;
his ever immaculate, clean freak assistant and
teen mechanical genius Pristine O’Clean; DurpE the robot, the zany cleaning-bot with a gunked
up hard drive that makes him long to be human.
Join these wildly astounding characters on an
uproarious tumble into the unbelievable world of
Oh Yuck!

This series follows the adventures of Dougie, a
little boy who loves
to find out about the
world around him
and his fun-loving
dog Tim, who is his
inseparable companion. Each adventure
takes place inside
the world of stickers, allowing Dougie to find out
about different jobs, different kinds of animals,
and different parts of the world.

Worldwide rights are shared with Splash Entertainment, which produced this hilarious mixed
media series together with Flying Bark and
Silhouette Media Group.

Eddy & the Bear is the continuing story of a little
boy’s first ever friendship – with a ten foot tall,
talking bear! Each
episode follows
their adventures
in and around the
woods near Eddy’s
home, as well as
the world of their
imaginations. Bear
introduces Eddy to
the wonders of the
natural world and
Eddy confuses the Bear with talk of computer
games and school, but nothing shakes the solid
foundations of their friendship. Eddy & the Bear
is about seeing the world with a fresh pair of
eyes, as they explore the differences between
their worlds and find a harmony between them.

26 x 26’ eps  LIVE-ACTION + 2D SERIES

Children’s Animation
ANIMAL STORIES

52 x 5’ eps  ANIMATION SERIES
This beautiful BAFTA award-winning animation
series brings you the delightful world of Animal
Stories. Simple, fresh
and lots of fun, this series
takes a humorous look
at the lives, loves and
concerns of the animal
kingdom, viewed from a
child’s perspective. Each
episode centres on a different animal and asks a
question about an aspect
of life that all children can
relate to. This delightful and colorful series has been translated into
numerous languages and is enjoyed around the
world.
Worldwide rights available for this series from
the producers of Cat in the Hat, Collingwood
O’Hare Productions.

104 x 6’ eps  ANIMATION SERIES

International rights are available in English
speaking territories for this series produced by
Neptuno Films.

EDDY & THE BEAR

26 x 11’ + 30’ special  ANIMATION SERIES

The half hour special is based on three bestselling children’s books and establishes Eddy
and Bear’s friendship, which continues in the
loveable series.
International rights available for this BAFTA
award-winning series from Collingwood O’Hare
Productions.

ELYSIUM

1 x 85’ feature  CGI ANIMATED MOVIE

Barney is a gentle, but clumsy English Sheepdog
who wears a gold
star on his collar to
remind himself of his
ambition. Unfortunately, Barney lacks
one thing: talent. In his
long fur, lives Roger,
a sharp, streetwise
mouse who is always
quick to point out the
opportunities that Barney would otherwise have
missed.

It is the year 2113, and mankind’s reach has
extended into space. After the mysterious
destruction of
a space cruiser
from the alien
planet Elysium,
a full-out attack
is launched on
the unsuspecting Earth, causing much death and destruction. Now, the fate of
the world lies with four knights, and their ability
to wield ancient relics buried deep beneath the
Earth’s surface. With Elysium’s force pressing
closer, and Armageddon upon them, they must
fight to save Earth. These four become true
galactic knights who guard the peaceful Earth.

Produced by the late John Coates, of the hugely
successful “The Snowman” and based on the
popular books by Shirley-Anne Lewis. Worldwide rights available.

Produced by Big Film Entertainment, international rights are available for this action-packed,
high-quality 3D animated film which is a visual
Sci-Fi treat for the 12+ audience.

BARNEY

13 x 5’ eps  ANIMATION SERIES

JAMIE’S PAPER TRAIN

RUPERT & SAM

TOY WARRIOR

Inspired by the
real-life story of
a young boy with
autism, Jamie’s
Paper Train, is a
visual metaphor for
the challenges that
face those affected
by the condition. Seeking comfort in a world of
overstimulation, Jamie finds escape through his
passion for making paper trains. With the loving support of his parents, Jamie spent hours,
embracing his imagination, forging bonds with
those whom he struggled to make real world
connections. This powerful but sensitive film
produced by renowned Canadian studio, PIP
Animation, combines a mix of animation techniques including stop motion, 2D and 3D. A film
for all ages, Jamie’s Paper Train seeks to bring
to the world’s attention this difficult but all too
common disability.

Rupert and Sam’s
plane has crashlanded on a lost
island in the middle
of an ocean. A
coconut tree, a
scattering of rocks,
sand and water are
all that surround
them now. Rupert
and Sam soon realise that they are
a very long way
from civilization. But being the eternal optimists
that they are, they never once give up hope in
their new surroundings.

The Land Of Toys
is a world of pure
imagination, ruled
by Princess Sherbet. When the
mysterious Dark
One threatens the
toy kingdom, she
turns to the real
world in search of
a Warrior Prince...
unfortunately, she ends up with the imaginative
troublemaker Jinoo. By accident the spunky
sixth-grader is suddenly transported to the Land
Of Toys to become the powerful Toy Warrior!
Jinoo is ready to play Toy Warrior and chase the
dark forces across the landscape of imagination.
The only hope to save the kingdom is a hero
with heart... the Toy Warrior Jinoo!

NEW

1 x 8’ feature  ANIMATED SHORT FILM

Worldwide rights are available for PIP Animation’s endearing and imaginative short film.

KIDDO THE SUPER TRUCK
1 x 80’ eps  ANIMATED MOVIE

Kiddo is a magical little truck with the unique
ability to PLOOP! into anything he desires. He
can become a car,
a boat, a train or a
plane, as necessary,
to help all of his
wonderful friends in
Sunnyside, the most
magical place on
Earth. Comprised
of five individual
episodes, this feature has been called “the most
wonderful cartoon ever created for preschoolers,” by Animation Reporter Magazine.
Worldwide rights are available for this delightful
CGI animated movie directed by the late W. B.
Dubay.

MEGAMINIMALS

260 x 6’ eps  ANIMATION SERIES
Megaminimals is an animated series set in a
nursery school for very young animals. We
join them as
they learn and
play together,
sharing their
friendship and
all the fun times
they experience
along the way.
Each episode is a funny, enchanting story, full of
situations and characters with which pre-school
children will easily identify. This series has been
created with input from educational specialists
and the real life experiences that they have
brought to the series are sure to bring a smile to
children around the globe.
International rights are available in English
speaking territories for this series produced by
Neptuno Films.

26 x 3’ eps  ANIMATION SERIES

International rights are available in English
speaking territories for this series produced by
Neptuno Films.

THE THREE BEARS

52 x 26’ eps  ANIMATION SERIES
Based on the popular tale of “The Three Bears”,
this series follows the adventures of a family of
bears (Bob, Toc
and Vicky) who
live in a magical
forest along with
fantastic characters such as the
Snow King, and
the Magic Dog.
Each episode
involves an adventure that the
Three Bears go
on together although they usually get into tons
of fun and trouble along the way.
International rights are available in English
speaking territories for this pre-school series
produced by Neptuno Films.

TORK

104 x 6’ eps  ANIMATION SERIES
Tork is a tiny elf, small enough to fit in the palm
of a child’s hand.
Brought to life by Iris
the Fairy, he goes on
magical adventures
in the small garden
where he was found.
Making friends with
the insects and other
creatures he finds
there, he experiences
adventures in a world
of nature and magic with his friends Iris and
Batery, a happy-go-lucky alien.
International rights are available in English
speaking territories for this series produced by
Neptuno Films.

1 x 76’ feature  ANIMATED MOVIE

International rights are available for this animated feature film produced by Seoul Movie.

THE WISHING STAR

1 x 75’ feature  ANIMATED MOVIE
The Wishing Star is a heart-warming movie that
is out of this world! Way up in space there is
only one last wishing
star that can make a
little girl’s dream come
true… but this young
star doesn’t know
how to grant a wish!
But to make matters
worse, if our little star
does learn how, the
entire Universe will be
destroyed. The Wishing Star is filled with music,
adventure, comedy and a surprising ending
that reminds us just how much we have to be
thankful for.
Worldwide rights excluding Asia are available
for this delightful movie produced by Kevin
O’Donnell for Wishing Star Productions.
NEW

ZOOMIX

104 x 3’ eps  ANIMATED SERIES
Did you know that Coco the crocodile can live
for up to two years without a bite of food? And
that Lily the spider will reach the grand old
age of ten? In each
episode, we explore
the life of a different
animal. We find out
about their behaviour,
their families, and how
they survive in the
natural world. Zoomix
entertains kids with
true stories and fascinating facts about the lives
and habits of animals. Learning about animals
teaches us to respect them.
International rights are available in English
speaking territories for this series produced by
Toot Toot Kids.

About Foothill Entertainment

Foothill Entertainment was formed September 2000 by Gregory Payne and Jo
Kavanagh-Payne to specialize in the co-development and distribution of family and
children’s entertainment programming. They also act as Executive Producers of projects
in all media, raising finance via co-production, distribution advances and pre-sales in
the major territories. Their corporation is based in Santa Barbara, California.
Jo Kavanagh-Payne serves as President of Foothill Entertainment. Her
mandate is to acquire family and children’s entertainment properties for
international distribution, find co-production partners and co-develop new and existing
properties for international and domestic syndication.
Gregory Payne, as Chairman, spearheads the legal and corporate operations for the
company, as well as playing a major part in the programme development and business/
financial structuring for Foothill projects.

About Foothill Europe

Foothill Europe was founded at the end of 2011 and acts as the home of Foothill’s business interests in Europe. The London-based company represents its projects in the UK/
Europe and is looking for co-production and business opportunities worldwide.

Legal Services

Foothill Law, run by Gregory Payne, provides clients with cost effective, high quality
transactional legal services. Gregory Payne is an experienced and respected attorney
serving the entertainment and business communities. Payne represents a diverse group
of clients from animation studios, entertainment executives and start-up internet content companies as well as talent management companies.

WE ARE PROUD TO PARTNER
WITH THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES:

Foothill Entertainment
Foothill Entertainment, Inc.
3735 Foothill Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Tel: 805-965-4488
www.foothillentertainment.com
Jo Kavanagh-Payne
President
jkpayne@foothillentertainment.com
+1-805-637-6054
Gregory B. Payne
Chairman
gbpayne@foothillentertainment.com
+1-805-637-3280
Shannon Hollingsworth
Sales Coordinator
admin@foothillentertainment.com
+1-805-965-4488 x103
Jill Monthei
Marketing and Legal Affairs
jsmonthei@foothillentertainment.com
Elizabeth Stephens
Project Manager
estephens@foothillentertainment.com
+1-805-280-9742

Foothill Europe
Foothill Europe Ltd.
18 The Glasshouse Studios
Fryern Court Road
Fordingbridge
Hampshire SP6 1QX
United Kingdom
Jo Kavanagh-Payne
Managing Director
jkpayne@foothillentertainment.com

Foothill Law
3735 Foothill Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Tel: 805-965-4488
Gregory B. Payne
Attorney
gbpayne@foothillentertainment.com

©2019 Foothill Entertainment, Inc.
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New Development (

continued)

B.BOT

NEW

52 x 11’ + 36 x 1-2’ eps  ANIMATION SERIES
Be bright, be brilliant! An animated CGI pre-school series that helps and inspires our young viewers through those important
milestone life lessons with the help of an amazing family robot! b.bot is a loving, fun and sometimes clumsy robot, invented
by a single mom for her two young adopted children. Designed and built originally to teach 2-year-old Little Jack how to potty
train, b.bot is the best friend a kid could ever have, and the best helper a mom could ever wish for. With 5-year old big sister,
Harper Rose, teacup pig, Fetch and Chipper, the stuffed toy cow, all lending a hand, b.bot has become an invaluable friend
as the kids grow and experience the new world as part of a forever family!
Based on the award-winning pre-school app created by Lynn Ell Tilker of eCubed Designs, b.bot is a colorful, fun and informative series with innovative storylines focusing on different social, emotional or developmental skills. b.bot educates and
inspires pre-school kids going through those sometimes challenging early-years milestones with particular attention paid to
embrace those all too often under-represented kids that are adopted and being fostered.
Foothill is seeking co-development and co-production partners for this innovative and timely animated series that reflects
modern family life.

HEATHCLIFF

52 x 11’ eps  CGI ANIMATION SERIES
Revitalizing a classic for a new generation, Film Roman, the studio behind The Simpsons, is teaming with Steve Waterman, producer of Stuart Little and Alvin and the Chipmunks, to produce a new CGI series of Heathcliff starring the
original orange feline smooth operator.
Ever the prankster and always cooking up a clever heist, Heathcliff is out to show who rules the neighborhood! All day,
every day, this street cat redefines the role of felines with wit, charm and cattitude. Through cunning, street smarts and
unapologetic swagger, Heathcliff rules the roofs and alleys of Westfinster. With the help of his lovely girlfriend Sonja,
unruly Pops and merry band of villains, he lives for the chance to risk one of his nine lives. Whether it’s outsmarting
Mr. Schultz to steal a pallet of sardines, tricking CatCo’s formula to turn dogs into cats or lazing about all day only to
become an overnight celebrity, Heathcliff proves with every adventure that a cat is not just a cat!
Worldwide rights are available for this purrfect series to be produced by Steve Waterman and Film Roman. Looking for
pre-sale and co-production partners.

Now representing Splash Entertainment in select territories with their vast
library of series and movies. More information available at
www.splashentertainment.com and www.foothillentertainment.com.

MORE EXCITING SERIES TO LAUNCH AT MIPTV!
Watch this space for more development news!

